Mandatory Firmware update for DS2 Docking Stations™ used with GasBadge® Pro (P/N 18106302-0XX & 18106302)

The potential exists for the alarm indicators (visual, audible, and vibrating) of the GasBadge Pro instrument to be disabled when it is prematurely removed from the DS2 Docking Station following a calibration or bump test. This can occur immediately after the Docking Station indicates that the calibration/bump is complete but before the instrument’s display has returned to its normal state. The instrument must be left on the DS2 until its display goes to its normal state. If the GasBadge Pro’s alarms are disabled, it will not notify the operator of gas exposure by any means other than the gas reading on its display. Once disabled, the alarms will remain disabled until the instrument’s power is cycled or it is calibrated/bumped again on the DS2.

To eliminate the requirement to wait for the instrument’s display to go to its normal state before removing it from the DS2, the DS2’s operating firmware must be updated to version 7.4 or greater. Until this update is complete, the GasBadge Pro must be left on the DS2 until its display goes to its normal state following a calibration or bump test.

Please contact our Customer Service Group at 800-DETECTS (338-3287) or via e-mail at CustomerService@indsci.com should you have any questions regarding this notice.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Scott Lordo
Global Director, Product Development